PHOTOGELS

®

LIGHTING FILTERS FOR CREATIVE PHOTOGRAPHY

40 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
The COKIN story is first and foremost the story of a
man, its founder Jean Coquin, a renowned French
photographer who worked for the best-known luxury
brands. It is also the story of a team who has never
ceased to keep this vision alive, always anticipating
the desires of photographers and videographers
around the world with numerous innovations.
COKIN has always tried to mix science of colours
and lighting techniques. Easy to use, COKIN products
are also extraordinary tools for creative people.
The creation of COKIN’s own range of gel filters is the
outcome of years of research and development.
Today, COKIN is one of the few filter manufacturers
to offer a complete range of lighting filters
for photography, video, tv and film industries
and is proud to announce PHOTOGELS®.

I N T R O D U C I N G O U R B R A N D - N E W R A N G E O F 		
LIGHTING FILTERS FOR PHOTOGRAPHY
Photogel Flash!
13x5cm — 5x2"

Photogel Sheet S
24x30cm — 10x12"

Photogel Sheet L
50x60cm — 21x24"

The whole PHOTOGEL manufacturing
process is subject to stringent
quality control, ensuring both
high optical quality and
perfect colour consistency.
The remarkable optical transmission
of our gel filters allows them to be
used not only in digital or film-based
photography, but also in motion
picture film and high-definition
video (HD). Now, professional,
expert or amateur photographers
alike can benefit from COKIN’s
renowned know-how and 40
years experience in optics.

PHOTOGEL SHEETS
Cut to size, PHOTOGEL sheets help to facilitate the practice of producing images. With Photogels, the use of gel
filters becomes swift, simple, and effective. PHOTOGEL sheets are available in packs or as individual sheets.

S H E E T PA C K S
The sheets are packed in three kits of 12 filters each : correction, diffusion and colour effect.
Available in two different sizes : 24x30cm (10”x12”) or 50x60cm (21”x24”).

CORRECTION KIT

DIFFUSION KIT

P GK 12100B (24x3 0 c m - 1 0 ”x1 2 ”)
P GK 12100C (50x6 0 c m - 2 1 ”x2 4 ”)
Contents
201 FULL CT BLUE

Converts tungsten 3200K to photographic daylight 5700K

P G K 1 2 2 0 0 B ( 2 4 x 3 0 c m - 1 0 ”x 1 2 ”)
P G K 1 2 2 0 0 C ( 5 0 x 6 0 c m - 2 1 ”x 2 4 ”)

12 filter
s

Contents
216 FULL WHITE DIFFUSION

Soft light effect (50 micron)

250 HALF WHITE DIFFUSION

202 HALF CT BLUE

Half strength 216

Converts tungsten 3200K to 4300K

251 QUARTER WHITE DIFFUSION

203 QUARTER CT BLUE

Quarter strength 216

Converts tungsten 3200K to 3600K

252 EIGHTH WHITE DIFFUSION

204 FULL CT ORANGE

Eighth strength 216

Converts daylight 6500K to 3200K

220 WHITE FROST

205 HALF CT ORANGE

Used for soft light effects (75 micron)

Converts daylight 6500K to 3800K

129 HEAVY FROST

206 QUARTER CT ORANGE

Used for soft light effects (75 micron)

Converts daylight 6500K to 4600K

255 HOLLYWOOD FROST

210 ND0.6

Light soft effect - softens edges

Reduces light 2 stops without changing the colour

256 HALF LIGHT FROST

211 ND0.9

Light frost effect

Reduces light 3 stops without changing the colour

410 OPAL FROST

244 FULL PLUS GREEN

Provides a green cast when used on a daylight and tungsten sources for partial
balancing with fluorescent (approx. equivalent to CC30 green camera filter)

245 HALF PLUS GREEN

Diffusion material

420 LIGHT OPAL FROST

Used for soft light effects

Provides a green cast when used on a daylight and tungsten sources for partial
balancing with fluorescent (approx. equivalent to CC15 green camera filter)

247 FULL MINUS GREEN

217 BLUE DIFFUSION

Used for soft light (50 micron) + increases colour temperature slightly

221 BLUE FROST

Used for eliminating green cast caused by fluorescent lighting on film.
(approx. equivalent to CC30 magenta camera filter).

Used for soft light (75 micron) + increases colour temperature slightly

248 HALF MINUS GREEN

Used for eliminating green cast caused by fluorescent lighting on film.
(approx. equivalent to CC15 magenta camera filter).

COLOUR EFFECTS

INDIVIDUAL SHEETS

P GK 12300B (24x3 0 c m - 1 0 ”x1 2 ”)

P G S 0 0 0 ( 5 0 x 6 0 c m - 2 1 ”x 2 4 ”)

P GK 12300C (50x6 0 c m - 2 1 ”x2 4 ”)
Contents
101 YELLOW

Sunlight and window effect - pleasant in acting areas

103 STRAW

Pale sunlight through window effect - warm winter effect

104 DEEP AMBER

Mood effect on backing, backlighting of floor and colour effect

105 ORANGE

Many light entertainment, functions, fire effect if used with 106 166 104

106 PRIMARY RED

Strong red effect, cycloramas

111 DARK PINK

Good for cycloramas

113 MAGENTA

Very strong - use carefully for small areas on set

115 PEACOCK BLUE

Pleasing effect on sets, cyclorama, cloths backlighting

118 LIGHT BLUE

Strong night effect

119 DARK BLUE

Moonlight mood effect, jazz club effect

122 FERN GREEN

Cycloramas - good mood effect

126 MAUVE

Cycloramas - good for backlighting

12 filter
s

For the photographer with more
specific needs.
Available in the larger size
(50x60cm or 21x24”) in any of
the colours in our full lighting
filter range of over 250
different colours and effects.
Swatch books are available
giving a small sample of
each gel together with a
description of its effect and
its transmission curve.

12 filter
s

Photogels are also available as

Flashguns are made for mobility, as wireless strobe sync systems offer new
ways of shooting outdoor, indoor or in small studios. That’s the reason
why COKIN has decided to bring its experience to this new generation
of photographers by developping a range of mini Photogels: Flash!
Designed to fit most flahsguns on the market, these flash gel filters have
been developped with no compromise on quality. The manufacturing
techniques and quality control are the same for all COKIN lighting filters
- including Flash! - ensuring high performance, reliability and longevity.
Flash gels are available in kits of 12x5cm - 5”x 2” sheets as below:

K I T 1 (FGK15500A)
comprises one sheet of each gel + 30 dots* of hook (male) velcro
+ 2 strips** of loop (female) velcro to attach the gel to the flashgun.

K I T 2 (FGK30500A)
comprises two sheets of each gel + 60 dots* of hook (male) velcro
+ 4 strips** of loop (female) velcro to attach the gel to the flashgun.

How to attach

Contents
201 FULL CT BLUE

Converts flash light 5600K to cold light 8100K

202 HALF CT BLUE

Converts flash light 5600K to cold light 6700K

Step 1

203 QUARTER CT BLUE

Converts flash light 5600K to cold light 6000K

Cut 2 small strips of loop (female) velcro.
Stick them on each side of the flashgun head.

204 FULL CT ORANGE

Converts flash light 5600K to hot light 2300K

**strips of loop: 1.3x10cm - 0.5”x4”

205 HALF CT ORANGE

Converts flash light 5600K to hot light 2900K

206 QUARTER CT ORANGE

Converts flash light 5600K to hot light 3700K

244 FULL PLUS GREEN

Provides a green cast with flash light for partial balancing with fluorescent
(approx. equivalent to CC30 green camera filter)

245 HALF PLUS GREEN

Provides a green cast with flash light for partial balancing with fluorescent
(approx. equivalent to CC15 green camera filter)

247 FULL MINUS GREEN

Used for eliminating green cast caused by fluorescent lighting on film.
(approx. equivalent to CC30 magenta camera filter)

Step 2

Detach 2 dots of hook (male) velcro.
Stick them on each side of the flash gel sheet.
*dots of hook: Ø1.3cm - Ø0.5”

248 HALF MINUS GREEN

Used for eliminating green cast caused by fluorescent lighting on film.
(approx. equivalent to CC15 magenta camera filter)

182 LIGHT RED

Converts flash light 5600K to deep red light

Step 3

795 MAGICAL MAGENTA

Converts flash light to mix of reds and pinks light

216 FULL WHITE DIFFUSION

Position the flash gel sheet in front of the flashgun
head. You’re now ready to shoot!

Soft light effect (50 micron)

250 HALF WHITE DIFFUSION

Half strength 216 (216: Soft light effect - 50 micron)
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143 PALE NAVY BLUE

Converts flash light 5600K to deep blue light

